Kernel: Rusty Sting, ASUS Laptop Stuff, and Bloat

By Roy Schestowitz

Latest patches show Rust for Linux project making great strides towards the kernel [2] [Ed: Linux is besieged by monopolies [3]]

Ojeda also mentioned that Microsoft's Linux Systems Group is contributing and hopes to submit "select Hyper-V drivers written in Rust." Arm is promising assistance with Rust for Linux on ARM-based systems. IBM has contributed Rust kernel support for its PowerPC processor.

ASUS Laptop dGPU Toggling, eGPU Handling, Panel Overdrive Patches For Linux - Phoronix [4]

A set of Linux kernel patches to the asus-wmi driver are pending that improve the support for newer ASUS gaming laptops.

The ASUS WMI driver patches sent out today by independent developer Luke jones wire up support for panel overdrive, dGPU disabling/toggling, and eGPU enabling for relevant newer ASUS laptops.

The panel overdrive support is for select ASUS laptops that allow driving the LCD panel slightly faster in order to eliminate/reduce ghosting artifacts.


Linux creator Linus Torvalds has expressed mild concern over the size of kernel 5.13 following its fifth release candidate.
 Hmm, Torvalds opened his latest State of the Kernel post. Things haven’t really started to calm down very much yet, but rc5 seems to be fairly average in size. I’m hoping things will start shrinking now.

In April, Torvalds warned that 5.13 would likely be “making up” for the smaller release of 5.12—a position he maintained following the release of the first release candidate.
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